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What we love with Barbara Ana, is that one creative idea in a design always leads to another, as if she loved that
element of the previous one so much, she feels the urge to expand and build upon the idea, in a never ending chain
of creative designs where each pattern somewhat triggers the next one.

 

Thus her recent Toxic city flower pot design, with its beautiful harmonies of orange and aqua blue on a grey
background fabric, led her to experiment more with those harmonies, creating even more vivid contrasts and a
darker, chalkboard black fabric. Gone is the vase, replaced with a brand new creative idea, a neuron, standing tree
like on its base, with its top expanding into wild, almost pyschedelic motifs.  

 

While the center is abstract, possibly a single globular watching us, surrounding it is a more familiar world of
exotic flowers and miniature landscapes. Other of the designer's leitmotifs are present too, such as the heart and
the keys. 

A cross stitch pattern by Barbara Ana Designs.

>> see more patterns by Barbara Ana Designs
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Neuron City

Chart size in stitches: 115 x 178 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: 14ct Chalk Board Black Aida by Wichelt-Permin (357-171)

size of stitched area: 8.2 x 12.7 inch (21 x 32 cm)

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch

Chart: color & BW

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 13

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-neuron-city-cross-stitch-xml-296_302-4189.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-toxic-city-flowerpot-cross-stitch-xml-296_302-4177.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=4189&w=115&h=178


Themes: eye, brain, psychedelic

 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
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